Hello. My name is Andrei Gerasimov, and I am a Moscow-based, full-time
freelance translator of English into Russian. I have 30 years of experience,
a Ph.D. degree, and 56 translated books to my name. I am also a member
of ATA (USA), ITI (UK), UTR (RF), and of the Union of Moscow Writers.

Website: www.eng2rus.ru
Email: info@eng2rus.ru, rustrans1@yahoo.com
Mobile and WhatsApp: +7 916 692 28 09

Professional experience (1980 to 1989):
Researched and developed ultrasonic devices for data (signal) processing in radar systems.
Authored and published over 10 articles in scientific magazines, received one patent for invention.
Authored over 20 scientific and engineering reports (classified).
Awarded with a Ph.D. degree in 1989 (thesis in signal processing in radar systems).

Participation in field tests

Engineering and research work
My inventor’s certificate

Professional experience (1989 - 1998):
Translated 56 bestsellers by both US and UK authors, worked as a literary agent and wrote articles
about the following authors and their work.
Authors:
Lewis, Norman (1 novel)
Shaw, Irwin (3)
Chase, James Headley (8)
Spillaine, Mickey (2)
Robbins, Harold (1)
Susann, Jacqueline (2)
Collins, Jackie (4)
Howatch, Susan (5)
Plaidy, Jean (4)
Denker, Henry (2)
Woolfolk, William (1)
Ford, Marguerite (1)

Rann, Sheila (1)
Finder, Josef (1)
Hightower, Lynn (1)
Sandford, John (1)
Hoag, Tamy (1)
Martin, Kat (1)
Fabio (1)
Hix, Martha (1)
Rogers, Rosemary (2)
Woolfolk, Joanna (3)
Cabot, Tracy (4)
Elbert, Joyce (1)
See all titles at
www.eng2rus.ru

Professional experience (1999 - ongoing):
Since 1999, I have translated and continue to translate technical, marketing, PR, medical, and business
documents (over 500,000 words annually) for direct clients and translation agencies from Russia,
Europe, Japan and the USA. For example, from 2013-2015 I completed 615 translation jobs for
57 customers from 15 countries, with a total source wordcount of 1,738,327 words.

My clients – Russian publishers (1989 - ongoing):

And many others such as Continent, Azbuka-classica, Altayskoe knijnoe izdatelstvo, Amalteya,
Armada, Art-design, Astrel, Barkalaya & K, Belfax, Bibliopolis, Vasanta, Veche, Video-ass. Moscow,
Volgo-Vyatskoe knijnoe izdatelstvo, Grotesk, Dom, Domino, Edinaya Evropa, Izvestiya, Inostranka,
Intergraf service, Interdigest, Interprint Moscow, Qvest, Corona-print, Krasnodarskoe knijnoe
izdatelstvo, Kubk-a, MCT, Knowledge, Osnova, Pressa, Raduga, Ripol, Rhythm, Russich, Time-out,
T-oko, Fantacrim, Fenix, Hort, Eksmo-press.

My direct and end clients – international companies
(1999 - ongoing):

My clients – foreign translation agencies (1999 - ongoing):
100 First Days Solutions, 9 Impressions Ltd, ABC Translations, Accu Trans, Adelphi Translations, Advance Language
Studios, Advanced Language Translation Inc., Agius, AIT Marketing Associates, Amesto, Ammon & Rousseau
Translations, Andiamo, Applied Language Services, Argo Translations, ASAP, Aset, AsianLustre, ASK Media
Partnership, ATA, Avanti, BB Translations, Birotech, Blonde, Blue Lines, CrossLang, Danish-English.com, David Kerr
Translations, De La Rue Translations, Doku4you, Dollens Associates, Dot Bell Translations, DSDB Translations,
echoice, ELC, Elinguaconsulting, Entrepreneur Idiomas, ETN, Eurologos, EWE, Exacta, FiTranslation, Flextra
Vertaalservice, Futura, Geo Languages, GIB Consult, Global Safety Management, GlobalDoc, Globibo Pte Ltd,
Halfmoon Traductions, HHS, ILO, ILS Global Ltd, iluminis Deutschland GmbH, Imparta, Imprimatur, Integram, ITC
Global Translations, ITP-Europe, Japan Retrieval Corp., Jetten Translations, JLS, Language Center, Language House,
Language Link, Language Professionals, Languageleader, Languages for Business Centre, LC Ubersetzungsburo, LEG
Hungary, Lexiteria, Lexpress International, Inc., Line One Translations, Linea, Lingo24 Ltd, Lingualearn, Linguaset,
Linguist-direct, Lionbridge France, Lionbridge India, Lionbridge Ireland, Lionbridge Poland, Lionbridge Slovakia,
Lionbridge Sweden, Magpie Produktion AB, MendWord Translations, Mester Translation House Ltd, Miles
Translations, MLSolutions, Mozaique, MT-sprachenservice, MTW, Multilingua Productions, Multilingual Group,
Multilingual Solutions, Inc., Netor, Oneworld, Ooria, Open sky, Optum, Originalarn, Orion, OSW, Oxford Outcomes,
Paul Janssens, Planet Lingua, PPI Technical Communications, Prometheus SA, Psyma Research+Consulting, Push,
Roundpeg Research, Royal Tender, RWS, Sajan, SBC, SpokenHere, STB Scandinavia, Stratcore, Strategic Agenda,
Studio Lingua, TC-Pioneer, Teknotrans, Texto Communication Services Ltd., TheBigWord, TippingSprung, Torindo,
Tradas, Trannox, Translation Bureau Infotech vof, Translation Doctor, Translation Management Ltd, Translators Inc.,
Transolution BVBA, Transperfect, Transworld, TTC, TTC Creative, TW Language, Untranslate, Ursula Gruber
Communication Internationale, v/d Noord Vertalingen, Verbatim Services Ltd, Vertaalexperts, Ways with words,
Woodwing, Wordbank, Wordhouse, WorldAccent, WTB, WWTC, Xadamas, XLsoft, Yamagata, Ycomm, Zeitgeist.

What sets me apart from other translators:
1. Many years of experience – my first literary translation was published in 1980.
2. My unique combination of technical knowledge and literary skills – I am possibly the only Russian
translator who holds a PhD (thesis in data processing technology) and who has translated 56 literary
works (novels).
3. Education in both a technical and translation-oriented field.
4. I am a member of 3 prestigious translators’ associations (ATA in the USA, ITI in the United Kingdom, and
UTR in Russia), demonstrating my high-quality, professional translation services.
5. My clients’ satisfaction index (0,995) is much higher than the industry standard (< 0,85).
6. A sense of responsibility and punctuality – not a single deadline missed in 30 years of work.
7. A bespoke approach to each client – happy to use your preferred terminology.
8. Extensive experience in the maintenance and repair of my personal vehicles and equipment (motorcycles,
motorboats, garden equipment). My translations are therefore based on my technical knowledge, firsthand experience, and understanding.
9. My translations will save you valuable time – you will not have to re-write and edit them.

Education:
M.Sc. from Lomonosov Moscow State University (MSU), majoring in Physics (1980)
Post-graduate courses (1982-1986), Ph.D. (thesis in radar technology, 1988)
Scientific translation courses at MSU (1979-1980)
Literary translation courses from the Union of Writers of USSR (1980-1982)

The Lomonosov Moscow State University (MSU), my Alma Mater

M.Sc. in Physics diploma

Ph.D. diploma

Memberships: ATA (USA), ITI (UK),
UTR (Russia), Union of Moscow Writers (Russia)

American Translators Association (USA)
membership certificate

Institute of Translation and Interpreting
(UK) membership certificate

Union of Translators of Russia
membership card

Union of Moscow Writers
membership cards

My articles on translation business
(click any title to open the article)

The pitfalls and underwater reefs of marketing translation
Working together
Marketing your translation services: test translations - to do or not to do?
An effective and inexpensive translation memory tool
Famous translation memory tools may have a rest
Trados - is it a must?
Test translations - an update
Collection
Insider secrets for making an informed purchase
Getting started with trados FL in two minutes
My golden rules for quality assurance
Review of translation QA tools

References and feedback from clients:
Feel free to contact me for references and feedback on my translations from my clients from various countries:
Direct clients: IBM, Philips, Ericsson, Volvo, Ford, Husqvarna, UNESCO, Honda, Health Research Associates, Inc., Lionbridge;
Translation agencies from the United Kingdom: Adelphi Translations, Andiamo, Roundpeg Research, AIT Marketing
Associates LTD, Linguaset;
Translation agencies from Belgium: GIB Consult, Blonde, Cross Language, Ycomm, ETN, ITP-Europe, Blue Lines;
Translation agencies from the USA: SpokenHere, Multilingual Group, CPLI, The Lexiteria, ASET International Services Corp.
Excerpts from references from my Russian clients:
“In 2009 Andrei Gerasimov translated catalogs and website for the Husqvarna company with a total word count of approx.
300,000 words. We are happy with the quality throughout and the ability of this translator, and plan to use him in future.”
Sergey Belyakov, marketing director, Husqvarna Russia
“I confirm the professionalism of this translator, his high working capacity, sense of responsibility, deep understanding of
the brand’s values and long-term loyalty to the company.”
Tatyana Badamshina, marketing manager, Volvo Cars Russia
“Professional experience and commitment to studying new terminology make Andrei Gerasimov the irreplaceable business
partner of Ford Russia.”
Ekaterina Kulinenko, PR-manager, Ford Russia
“Probably the best translator in the Moscow market with a deep knowledge of the subject.”
Irina Ivanova, marketing director, Nordmarine (distributor of Princess Yachts)
All references and feedback from my clients are available at http://www.eng2rus.ru/eng_recommend.phtml

Areas of specialisation:

technical

(mechanics, hydraulics, pneumatics, electric and electronic equipment, automatics, IT,

software, telecom, websites, operation and service manuals, instructions),

marketing (brochures, advertising materials, PR, press-releases),
medical (health care programs, medical equipment, patient surveys, QoL questionnaires),
also

legal documents, cars and trucks, yachts and motor boats, motorcycles, photo- and video

cameras, e-commerce, business, construction equipment, agricultural machines, garden equipment,
papermaking machines, subtitling, tourism.

My experience in QoL research projects
Since 2005 I have completed 36 major linguistic (translation) projects as the main in-country (Russian) expert in the field of QoL research (QoL
questionnaires, patient surveys etc). The total value of these jobs so far has been USD 37,312.00 and GBP 8895.00.
As the main in-country expert for Russia I have completed, or been otherwise involved in, the following steps: forward translation, recruiting a second
translator, reconciling the two translations, back translation, back translation evaluation, developer review discussion, responding to PM’s and developer’s
questions, recruiting patients/respondents for cognitive debriefing interviews (CDIs), conducting CDIs, final proofreading, collection of patient data,
completion of various metrics/tables/grids;
I have recruited and conducted CDIs with patients with the following conditions:
ulcerative colitis, neuropathic pain, sialorrhea due to any neurological disorder and/or intellectual disability, headache problems, stress urinary
incontinence and erectile dysfunction, incontinence, urgency and hyperactive bladder, hepatitis C, multiple myeloma, lung cancer, head cancer, pancreatic
cancer, breast cancer, Crohn’s disease, blood cancer, alcoholism, insomnia, depression, phobia, bipolar disorder, motor neurone disease (amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, progressive bulbar palsy), lupus, Hypereosinophilic Syndrome and ankylosing spondylitis for the following clients:

HRA Inc. (USA)
10 projects

Optum and QualWorld (USA)
12 projects

Clayson Linguistic Validation Services Ltd (UK)
11 projects

Oxford Outcomes (UK)
2 projects

Roundpeg Research (UK)
1 project

Reference from HRA Inc.:
Health Research Associates, Inc. (HRA) has been collaborating with Andrei Gerasimov as a translation consultant since 2005. In this capacity,
Mr. Gerasimov has performed English-to-Russian and Russian-to-English translations. During our long-term working relationship Mr. Gerasimov has
worked with HRA on numerous projects, including translation and linguistic validations, revision work, performing cognitive interviews with patients to
verify the suitability of the translations, and final proofreading. Mr. Gerasimov is HRA's primary translator for Russian translations and we have always
found his services he provides to be excellent. His translations have been first-rate, and his involvement and responsiveness in the demanding multi-step
process with tight deadlines has been much appreciated.
Valeska Kantzer, Language Department Manager, Health Research Associates, Inc., USA

Rates:

Translation: from euro 0.06 per s/w
Proofreading: euro 0.02 per word
Hourly charge: euro 20.00
Min. charge: euro 20.00

I use the following software products:

My methods of quality assurance and control
1. I carefully proofread all my translations before delivery to the client.
2. I hire the best technical specialists from relevant industries to proofread my translations.
3. Aside from researching terminology online, I hire terminologists from the relevant industries.
4. To check the quality of my translations, I also use software tools such as XBench and SDL Trados QC.
My articles on QA in translation are available at

http://www.eng2rus.ru/article10.phtml
http://www.eng2rus.ru/article11.phtml

My hobbies, which help me to improve my technical knowledge
and the quality of my technical translations:
1. Operation, maintenance, repair, tuning and upgrading my personal vehicles and equipment
(such as motorcycles, motorboats, garden equipment such as lawn mowers, trimmers, chainsaws)
2. Digital artistic photography, use of studio lighting equipment, post-production processing.

Thank you for your attention!

